One of the fastest-growing sources of domestic labor in the Global
non-African destinations. Expecting to see London, Rome, Washington, Tel Aviv and Toronto on the departures board, cities that dominate academic and media characterizations of the Ethiopian diaspora, I found geographic homogeneity. Kuwait City; Riyadh; Dubai; Doha. The list went on, with multiple nightly flights to Jeddah, and Abu Dhabi flights departing more frequently than all of the Europe-bound flights combined. All told, more than half of the departures from Addis Ababa in the international terminal went to the Persian Gulf, which at just a few hours away, is neither a travel hub nor a stop-off point for most of these passengers.
After researching the music of one Ethiopian micro-diaspora for several years, I saw a vastly different visual image of Ethiopia's "age of migration" (Castles and Miller 2003) unfolding before me at Bole. Long lines of almost-entirely young female travellers to Jeddah were en route to their new jobs in domestic labor (see Fernandez 2010, as well as De Regt 2010 for discussion of the precarious conditions for Ethiopian female laborers in the Gulf).
ii Supplemented by a male labor force of security guards, the Ethiopian population in the UAE alone is over 100,000, although it receives little attention since Ethiopians are far outnumbered by South and Southeast Asian migrants. And yet, the cultural dynamics of this increasing population of mostly-female labor migrants offers a fascinating counter-example to my own work on music and migration, in which researchers conceptualize migrants as "bifocal" (Vertovec 2007: 150) , or keeping one eye on home and another on host culture. Rather, this rising force of labor migrants represents a series of arrows pointing to multi-sited and often seemingly disconnected new diasporic peripheries, with cultural endeavors like music demonstrating the degree to which migrants can live both "there" and "here."
Scholars have examined the Ethiopian micro-diasporas of Washington (Shelemay 2009 ), Tel Aviv (Herman 2012) , Toronto (Danso 2002) , London (Palmer 2012) and Seattle (Chait 2011, Scott and Getahun 2013) in the context of their host societies, but the literature is missing a sense of how these micro-diasporas fit together (efforts being addressed for the first time by Kaplan 2010) . My research thus examines the intersections of overlapping subjectivities of religion, politics and citizenship among Ethiopian musicians across the transnational network, with a focus on the sometimes-harsh distinctions between labor migration and the establishment of diasporas. The rising presence of Ethiopians in the Gulf makes apparent that current paradigms of researching diaspora don't account for the Ethiopian experience, not least because these migrants aren't citizens and they aren't subject to the integrating forces of the nation-state (see Lyons in Mandaville and Lyons 2012). In particular, the concept of bifocality (Vertovec 2007 ) fails to acknowledge the splintering of migrant families, and the hierarchical geopolitical circumstances that send individuals to one place or another, all of which makes people look across and virtually instead of in straight lines.
Moreover, scholars like Alejandro Madrid (2012) and Timothy Rommen (2011) have argued effectively that musical redefinitions of migratory and diasporic spaces offer a richer understanding of human encounters and movements, particularly with redefining relationships with home culture. Therefore, my research argues that mapping the Ethiopian soundscape on the ground offers an explanation of the directionality of cultural influence, and an in-depth exploration, following the work of Solomon Getahun (2006) of where certain migrants go, how they live when they get there, and which other populations they are in contact with. While the logistics of life for a domestic worker in Beirut might differ vastly from those of an Eritrean asylum seeker in Rome, or a professional in Los Angeles, their musical song texts might invoke the same narratives of mobility and distance for all three. And while my research encompasses the contrasting positionalities of citizens, expatriates, labor migrants and refugees (see Braziel 2008a , or Clifford 1997 , this article focuses on the circuitous route of mostly-female singers on the diasporic tour scene. I will highlight some striking points of confluence between their repertoires, as a sort of musical counterpart to the new multidirectional migration map on display at Bole airport. of borders between musical styles, musicians in each case occupying the overlapping spaces that home and host society share. In this article, I describe a set of concerts I attended in 2014 that illustrate the consolidation of the Ethiopian diaspora into a set of interdependent migrant enclaves, and how musicians are participating in a "transnational remapping" (Braziel 2008b: 5) By choosing "Nanu Nanu Ney" as the Ethiojazz standard she typically covers on her touring circuit, Rada makes an oblique political statement that is easily lost on most listeners because it is so understated. She has chosen an Ethiopian popular classic that By closing her syncretic performance with the one Ethiopian song that Israelis and world music fans might reasonably know, she asserts the importance of Ethiopian music in her largely African-American-influenced style. In the process, after drawing a set of lines between herself and the USA and Jamaica, and occluding the lines between herself and Israel, she settles on incorporating Ethiopia into an imaginary map of stylistic influences.
When considering all three songs -"Feeling Good," "Life Happens," and "Nanu Nanu Ney" together, Rada's audience might recognize that she has inverted the particular racial prejudice imposed upon Ethiopian migrants in Israel by actively embracing without considering an Ethiopian audience. Moreover, I wasn't certain that a mostlyIsraeli audience would understand Alemu Aga's music, nor were they going to be prepared for his reaction to performing overlooking the Old City walls. Above all, I was nervous that a member of the Idan Raichel Project would turn up at Alemu Aga's concert, causing him to demand a decade worth of royalties from them for sampling his song "Tew Semagn Hagere" uncredited (see Ramboteau 2007) . Or worse -they wouldn't show up. As I prepared for the concert, I considered the actual wrongs committed against Ethiopian-Israelis versus the perceived slights that perpetuated their marginality.
The concert on 10 September confirmed my apprehension, but the event was a success for the audience and for Alemu Aga himself. The crowd, a mostly elderly audience of affluent Jerusalem professionals and intellectuals, applauded politely, but didn't love the music. Aga himself was so moved by the setting -so close to the seat of his Church -that he was unusually soft-spoken in his conversation with the audience.
Nonetheless, they warmed to his personality; they might not have understood what he meant theologically when he explained that a song in liturgical Ge'ez was about "the futility of life," but this left-leaning audience in a contested city understood the sentiment.
Mostly, though, I was disconcerted by two elements of the concert: first, no one attended from the Idan Raichel Project. Raichel samples Aga's music in his first hit, "Bo'ee," which brought him monodirectional economic benefit. This event would have been an opportune moment for members of the Project to meet the musician sampled in their most popular song, and to potentially subvert a paradigm of north-south appropriation for commercial gain. Aga didn't perform "Tew Semagn Hagere" that evening, and leaving the best-known piece of his repertoire out of the playlist constitutes a powerful commentary on the power dynamics that brought him to the festival. The venues around Washington that offer live Ethiopian music are in a state of flux today, transforming themselves as the Ethiopian migrant population ascends in social status. Dukem, the restaurant that has offered regional folk music performances twice a week for years, launched a jazz night in 2013. Today, a curious visitor is as likely to find a Japanese-American singer as a Gurage dancer. As Washington, D.C. gentrifies, the long-established Ethiopian population is achieving upward mobility at a faster rate than the African-American urban population at large (see Hopkinson 2012 for an especially moving discussion of the effects of gentrification on African-American music in the city).
As a result, people like Wayna -Ethiopians who grew up in Washington and have little trouble fitting in as American, but whose parents are motivated by mobility -are prospering in an economy that increasingly separates them from the black working class.
In the case of the USA, I will argue that the cultural capital of African-American culture, and the social capital of Ethiopian family values (i.e. upward mobility) conflict directly at the level of musical style.
Wayna is among the most prominent DC Ethiopian musicians, performing soul music that isn't recognizably Ethiopian. The DC Ethiopian community follows her career closely, but she has self-consciously expanded her reach beyond both her city and her fellow migrants -I have little doubt that she would have had immense trouble reaching her current level of commercial success if she performed songs in Amharic or with Ethiopian instruments. As Wayna told me:
Initially, I was playing mainly for African-Americans because my music was soul music. But what I found was that the Ethiopian community was so excited about seeing something different that they'd come out and support me, so even when I was brand new and nobody knew what kind of music I was doing, I could fill up a club because people were interested… One very sweet thing about our culture is people are proud of people doing something different, daring. I appreciate that. But that main challenge is turning those people who are interested in me for patriotic reasons into actual fans. Within the month, though, Wayna transformed her reception among audiences.
On 21 July, she performed a nearly identical set list at New York jazz venue The Blue Note in Greenwich Village. She played a late set at 10.30pm, and her delivery was exuberant. The audience's response was warmer this time, perhaps because of her revised personal narrative. As Lira did at the Howard Theatre, she talked about her personal journey, and described the process of giving up professional security for creative fulfillment. The audience demanded an encore.
Wayna's monologue between songs was one prong of her audience engagement:
she also made minor adjustments to the playlist that demanded audience encouragement.
For the duration of her tour, she incorporated the song "Mama's Sacrifice," from her first album, which narrates the difficulties experienced by her single mother. As Wayna moves between the sung chorus and the narrated verses, detailing the lengths of maternal devotion, the affective power in the room emanates from the audience reaction.
Embracing her proximity to the African-American tradition, Wayna presents herself in this context as part of the jazz tradition (pausing between verses for applause as though after an instrumental solo), with a clear homage to the gospel confessional tradition. Of the three Wayna concerts I attended through summer 2014, the one at Ginny's was the most warmly received by the audience, despite three virtually identical playlists.
Rather than focusing on qualitative differences between performances, the audience responded increasingly effusively to her enthusiastic delivery between songs of a personal narrative of moving from Ethiopia to Washington, and overcoming hardship to live her dreams as a musician. What I noted at the Howard Theatre as the bifocality of an
Ethiopian musician who has settled in Washington successfully transformed into a multidirectional performance style incorporating jazz, gospel-style confession, and panAfricanism. Accepting her in-between status, Wayna blended her repertoire with her personal narrative, emphasizing the dynamic process of defining herself to her audience.
In Wayna's spread from local to national prominence, her ability to perform Africanness, and to present herself as an African who has "made it" in America, is central to her ability to navigate cultural boundaries at the East Coast's most prestigious AfricanAmerican music venues.
Conclusion
In the months of spring 2008, I attended an Ethiopiques concert for the first time i Bole2Harlem, whom I implicitly reference here, was a band of Ethiopian-American musicians in New York, who disbanded in 2008 after bandleader Tigist Shibabew died suddenly. The band's syncretic style foreshadowed many of the stylistic musical pairings I discuss in this article. ii A literature of Ethiopian migration to the Middle East is still in its earliest phases, but scholars are increasingly acknowledging Ethiopia's status as a main sending country for labor in the Gulf. Part of the reason that they are not given as much attention as Filipina domestic workers, or Nepalese construction workers, is that they are a semi-hidden segment of the labor force, doing manual domestic labor in Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Qatar (plus Lebanon and Yemen). Ethiopian women migrate in somewhat higher proportion than men because since they are sent to school in lower numbers, their career prospects in Ethiopia are lower, too (see De Regt 2010) . When they arrive in the Gulf, they occupy the bottom of the hierarchy of domestic labor.
iii The press calls her music "Ethio-soul," which effectively means Ethiopian music fused with soul. viii The massenqo is a one-stringed spike fiddle played by folk poets (Azmaris) in northern Ethiopia. For a discussion of the moral characteristics associated with instruments, see Kebede (1977) . ix https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGLNRfUmCs0 (Accessed 5 May 2015).
x Foreign musicians often struggle with Ethiopian tonality because it emphasizes notes considered dissonant in western pop music, such a tritones and minor seconds. xi Since Aster is known by her first name only by her fans, I will henceforth refer to her as Aster. xii < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eW0xGLlr9bg> (Accessed 5 May 2015).
